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Coherent Electronic Phenomena
• Electron motion is responsible for all photochemistry
• Our goal is to track the evolution of electrons on their natural time 

scales
• Determine how attosecond scale electronic dynamics (and 

coherence) effects longer timescale, femtosecond motion.

• Understand the first step in chemistry

Environmental Molecular Sciences 
Laboratory (EMSL) @ PNNL:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZY
sktRlhMOg
J. Chem. Theory Comput. 7, 1344–
1355 (2011)Frontiers of Physical Sciences with 

XFELS Workshop

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZYsktRlhMOg


Coherent Electronic Phenomena

• Ultrafast X-rays are the ideal tool to create and probe coherent 
electronic phenomena

• Sub-femtosecond duration
• Atomic site-specificity.
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Outline

• Tools to probe electron dynamics in molecular systems
• Developing an attosecond XFEL

• Recap of some of our work on attosecond timescale dynamics 
@ LCLS

• Opportunities for future attosecond XFELs. 
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angle, when the intensity grating in the generation medium becomes a single maximum with
weak satellites, as discussed in more detail below. In these conditions, the XUV emission
follows the instantaneous direction of propagation of the total driving field (the z-axis in
figure 1(c)), defined by the bisector of the two driving field propagation angles.

The wave front orientation in the focus of two noncollinearly overlapping laser fields with
field envelope ,1 and ,2, propagating along the wavevectors k1 and k2 respectively, can be
defined through the composite wavevector at the point of intersection:
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Figure 1. Principle of noncollinear optical gating. (a) A temporal delay between two
few-cycle pulses leads to a rapidly changing amplitude ratio between subsequent half-
cycles. (b) Overlapping these pulses noncollinearly causes a temporal rotation of the
wavefronts (the figure displaysR E( )2 of the total field E). Attosecond pulses generated
from subsequent half-cycles are therefore emitted in different directions. (c) Illustration
of the experimental scheme: two noncollinearly overlapping driving pulses generate
spatially separated isolated attosecond pulses in the angle sector between the
fundamental propagation directions. The displayed spectrogram was calculated using
a quasi-classical approach, considering a pulse duration and temporal delay of 2 T,
where T is the field-cycle period. The observed continua, labelled 1–5, are characteristic
of spatially separated attosecond pulses.
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Development of Attosecond XFEL pulses

XLEAP: X-ray Laser Enhanced 
Attosecond pulse Production
https://arxiv.org/abs/1906.10649
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Angular Streaking at FELs

VOLUME 88, NUMBER 17 P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S 29 APRIL 2002
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FIG. 1. Effect of a strong laser field on the photoelectrons ion-
ized by the x-ray pulse at a given phase fi . Dashed circle — drift
velocity distribution !y0x , y0y" of the photoelectrons without the
laser field; solid circle — distribution with the laser field. Note
that neither the uncertainty in v0 due to the bandwidth of the
x-ray pulse nor the angular dependence of the emission proba-
bility are represented for simplicity.

the laser field. It is a translation of the dashed circle by
dv ! !e#me"A!ti". For linearly polarized light !´ ! 0",
the translation is parallel to the electric field, and the elec-
tron distribution sweeps back and forth along the field di-
rection as ti varies. For circularly polarized light !´ !
61", the electron distribution is displaced perpendicular to
the laser electric field at the moment of birth, and it rotates
around the dashed circle as the time of ionization is varied.

For all polarizations, electrons that are freed at slightly
different times ti will have different final velocities be-
cause of the dependence of vf on the optical phase fi !
vLti 1 w. It is this phase dependence that offers an op-
portunity for the measurement of subcycle duration. To
evaluate the temporal resolution, it is convenient to refor-
mulate Eq. (1) in terms of the drift kinetic energy K !
mey

2
f#2 for electrons moving in the xy plane:

KL ! W0 1 2Up cos 2u sin2fi 6 aL

q

8W0Up cosu sinfi ,

KC ! W0 2 Up cos 2!fi 2 u" 6 aC

q

4W0Up sin!fi 2 u" , (2)

aL ! $1 2 !2Up#W0" sin2u sin2fi%1#2, aC ! $1 2 !Up#2W0" 2 !Up#2W0" cos&2!fi 2 u"'%1#2.

Here KL, KC are the kinetic energies for linear and cir-
cular polarization of the laser field, respectively; Up !
e2E2

0 !ti"#4mev2
L is the ponderomotive potential of the

laser field at the time of ionization; u is the angle of ob-
servation measured from the x axis as shown in Fig. 1; aL
and aC are correction terms to the expression given in [8],
and deviate from 1 when Up becomes comparable to or
higher than W0. If the field is increased to Up . W0#2
(linear polarization) or Up . W0 (circular polarization),
some of the photoelectrons are deflected into the reverse
direction from v!ti" ! v0. The branches of negative signs
account for these backscattered electrons, and are required
only for this high intensity regime. In this case, an-
other peak appears on the lower energy side of photo-
electron spectra, which makes their interpretation more
complex. Hereafter, we will restrict the discussion to
Up , W0#2 (linear polarization) and Up , W0 (circular
polarization).

There are many possibilities for measurement because
the photoelectron spectra depend on the observation angle
and the laser polarization. We will concentrate on three
configurations. For a linearly polarized field, if we ob-
serve only electrons with vf parallel to the laser polariza-
tion, Eq. (2) shows that the drift energy will sweep above
and below W0 as the phase of birth varies from 0 to 2p.
If we observe only electrons with vf perpendicular to the
laser polarization, Eq. (2) shows that it will sweep only
below W0 twice per laser period. Measurements that are
angle integrated will have a degraded resolution. In cir-
cularly polarized light, if we observe only electrons of a
given energy, then their direction will sweep. For any po-
larization, measurements that are energy integrated [5] will
have a degraded resolution.

With a linearly polarized field, the width DE of the
angle-resolved photoelectron spectrum is determined by
the following factors: (i) the variation of the moment of
birth of photoelectrons due to the x-ray pulse duration, and
(ii) the bandwidth and the chirp of the x-ray pulse. Thus,
the duration and chirp can be determined by comparing the
spectra with and without the laser field.

For a transform-limited x-ray pulse, the width of a
photoelectron spectrum is given as DE&tX , D!h̄VX"' !
$!j≠K#≠fijvLtX"2 1 &j≠K#≠W0jD!h̄VX"'2%1#2 provided
that the streaking speed ≠K#≠fi is constant within
the x-ray pulse. Within one optical period, the
best temporal resolution is achieved at the phase
that maximizes the resolving parameter bL (
!j≠K#≠fijvLtX"#$j≠K#≠W0jD!h̄VX"%. It occurs at fi !
mp for u ! 0 or fi ! !m#2 1 1#4"p for u ! p#2,
respectively. bL scales as y0E0!ti"t2

X for u ! 0 and
E2

0 !ti"t2
X for u ! p#2. Physically, as the x-ray pulse

duration decreases, its bandwidth increases as ~ 1#tX
and the contribution of sweeping to the photoelectron
bandwidth DE decreases as ~ tX .

We set the condition for the resolution limit as bL ! 1,
i.e., the x-ray bandwidth is equal to the broadening by the
laser streak. This is the criterion used in traditional streak
cameras. For transform-limited x-ray pulses at 100 eV,
the resolution limit is 70 asec for u ! 0 and 100 asec for
u ! p#2. Here we assumed helium as an ionizing atom
(Ip ! 24.6 eV), laser wavelength lL ! 0.8 mm, and the
intensity of the laser field set by Up ! W0#2!I ! 6.3 3
1014 W#cm2".

One drawback of using a linearly polarized laser field is
that the streaking speed ≠K#≠fi varies within the laser
period, as seen in Eq. (2). If the x-ray pulse duration

173903-2 173903-2
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A co-axial velocity map imaging spectrometer for electrons
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We present the design of an electron velocity map imaging (VMI) spectrometer where
the ionizing laser source propagates along the symmetry axis of the spectrometer.
The co-axial geometry is useful in a variety of experiments, because it provides a
unique 2-dimensional projection of the 3-dimensional electron momentum distribu-
tion. Initial simulations show that this co-axial VMI can work with both high energy
(more than 100 eV) and low energy (tens of eV) electrons. We demonstrate the perfor-
mance of this co-axial VMI spectrometer at the Linac Coherent Light Source X-ray
Free Electron Laser facility. © 2018 Author(s). All article content, except where oth-

erwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5046192

I. INTRODUCTION

Charged particle spectrometers that measure angle- and kinetic energy-resolved distributions
of photoelectrons or photoions have become a popular tool for studying photoionization and pho-
todetachment. This is a direct consequence of the valuable information the three-dimensional (3D)
photoelectron or photoion momentum distribution can reveal about the underlying molecular reac-
tion. Energy and angle-resolving spectrometers have found use in a number of applications including
attosecond science,1–4 gas phase excited state molecular dynamics,5–8 and strong-field driven pro-
cesses.9–14 One of the most prominent experimental geometries for charged particle detection is the
velocity map imaging (VMI) spectrometer, shown in Fig. 1. The original VMI design features an open
electrode design, and a two-dimensional charged particle detector.15 Proper tuning of the voltages of
the electro-static lens assembly can lead to a situation in which the position where the ions/electrons
impinge on the detector plane is determined by the initial velocity of the particle and independent of
the initial position of the particle. This interesting property leads to the velocity map imaging termi-
nology for this technique. In addition to capturing the 3D momentum distribution of photoionization
products, spectrometers with open electrode designs typically have high collection efficiency. The
VMI spectrometer provides a 4⇡ collection angle, meaning that the instrument collection efficiency
is typically dictated by the charge particle detector efficiency.

In contrast to other momentum imaging techniques, such as a reaction microscope,16 the VMI
geometry employs rather intense extraction fields. In such a case, the longitudinal momentum of the
charged particle at the detector plane is dominated by the momentum gained from the spectrometer
fields, and thus what is recorded is a 2D projection of the 3D velocity distribution, or the Abel
transform of the original momentum distribution. Mathematical inversions, such as pBasex17 or

aElectronic mail: siqili@slac.stanford.edu
bElectronic mail: jcryan@slac.stanford.edu

2158-3226/2018/8(11)/115308/11 8, 115308-1 © Author(s) 2018
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Opportunities for Attosecond 
Measurements of  Electron Dynamics

• The attosecond scale is the timescale for electronic 
motion on the atomic length scale. 

• Coherent charge motion (Charge Migration)
• Superposition of electronic states will evolve on the sub-

femtosecond timescale
• Could offer the possibility to control the charge localization 

in molecules. 
• Time-resolving electron correlation. 

• The exchange–correlation term in the many-body 
Hamiltonian can have large effects on electronic 
configuration of a molecule, and thus the chemical 
bonding.

• Non-sequential ionization
• Auto-ionization, Auger Decay

8Frontiers of Physical Sciences with 
XFELS Workshop
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Figure 2. Snapshots of the evolution of the hole density Q(⃗r, t) after ionization out of orbital 28a′ of the Cs symmetric conformer of
Gly-Gly-NH-CH3 for the first 6 fs. The figure is taken with permission from [10]. © 2013 Elsevier.

ϕl are different, i.e., the case of a correlation satellite, and
when one of the holes in the 2h1p configuration is identical to
that of the 1h configuration (k = i or l = i), i.e., the case of a
relaxation satellite.

In the case of a correlation satellite, we will observe the
following electron dynamics succeeding the ionization out
of orbital ϕi. The hole initially localized on orbital ϕi will
migrate to the orbital ϕk (or ϕl) accompanied by an excitation
from orbital ϕl (or ϕk) to the virtual orbital ϕa. Again, the
dynamics will be oscillatory with a period determined by the
energy differences between the states |Im⟩ and |Is⟩. This type
of mechanism was identified to be responsible for the ultrafast
electron dynamics taking place after inner-valence ionization
in several systems (see e.g., [6, 64, 70, 71]).

In the case of a relaxation satellite, for example, when
l = i in equations (9), one observes different dynamics [8].
The hole initially localized on orbital ϕi will stay put, while
an excitation–deexcitation alternation between orbitals ϕk and
ϕa will take place with an oscillation period determined by the
energy difference between the main state and the relaxation
satellite.

Although the relaxation satellite does not affect the
dynamics of the initial hole charge itself (the initial hole
remains stationary), depending on the spatial distribution of the
orbitals involved the dominant relaxation satellite mechanism
can still lead to a charge migration via hole screening. If
the electron is ejected from a localized orbital i and the
unoccupied orbital a is localized in the same region of space,
then promoting an electron to the orbital a will cancel out in
physical space the initially created hole in orbital i, i.e., the
initial hole will be ‘screened’ by the excitation k → a. Thus,
in the idealized case when orbitals i and a are localized on one
site of the system, while orbital k is localized on a different
site, the dominant relaxation satellite mechanism will lead to
oscillations in the real space of the total hole charge between
these two parts of the system.

(iii) Breakdown-of-the-molecular-orbital-picture case. In
the inner-valence region of the spectrum, where the
quasicontinuum of lines appears (see the multitude of states
depicted in brown in figure 1), one can distinguish two general
cases depending on whether the states are below or above

the double ionization threshold of the system. Supposing that
the quasicontinuum of states has a Lorentzian shape, in both
cases, the initially ionized orbital will ‘lose’ its positive charge
exponentially with time. If the states are below the double-
ionization threshold, the charge will be typically shared among
many other orbitals and at the end of the process will be spread
more-or-less uniformly over the whole cation. This situation
was studied in [62, 70]. If the states are above the double
ionization threshold, i.e., an electronic decay channel is open,
this mechanism will describe the process of emission of a
secondary electron. This situation was studied in [69].

5. Representative examples

We have analysed the electron dynamics triggered by ultrafast
ionization in a large variety of small to medium size molecules.
We found that the charge-migration phenomenon usually
takes place after ionization in the inner-valence shell where
the electron-correlation effects are typically much stronger
than in the outer valence. In many of the studied cases, the
positive charge initially localized on one end of the molecule
can migrate to the other in only few femtoseconds jumping
over entire chemical groups. A prominent example of such a
charge-migration behaviour taking place after inner-valence
ionization of the oligopeptide Gly-Gly-NH-CH3 is shown in
figure 2 [10]. The figure depicts snapshots of the evolution
during the first 6 fs of the hole density Q(⃗r, t), see equation (3),
following sudden ionization out of the orbital 28a′. We see
that starting from the methylamine site the charge almost
completely migrates to the other side of the molecule in
about 6 fs. The process then continues in a reverse order
bringing the charge back to the methylamine site. However,
these oscillations are not purely repetitive and exhibit a beating
pattern due to the large number of ionic states involved. It is
worth noting that the centre of charge migrates more than 8 Å
during the first 6 fs of the process.

The mechanism underlying this particular charge-
migration process is a four-hole mixing, since the ionization
out of orbital 28a′ coherently populates mainly four ionic states
being themselves a linear combination of four different 1h
configurations. Although it may appear from figure 2 that the
positive charge flows along the molecular backbone, this is just
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Ultrafast Charge Migration

• Superpositions of electronic states 
will evolve on the sub-
femtosecond timescale.

• Nuclear motion will alter the 
coherence 

• We want to determine what role 
attosecond scale electronic 
coherence has on longer 
timescale, femtosecond motion 
(Chemistry).

• Attosecond-pump/attosecond-
probe

9

already migrated to the nitrogen (the hump on the right-
hand side of the surface). Afterwards the charge returns
mainly to its initial position and the whole process starts
again. However, since many ionic states participate in the
dynamics, the process is not purely repetitive.

First principles molecular dynamics simulations of the
cationic ground state at DFT (BP86/SV(P)) level starting
with the equilibrium geometry of the neutral indicate a
stretching of the C1–C2 bond of 5 pm within the first 5 fs.
This is the bond which was observed to break in the exper-
iments of Weinkauf et al. [7,13]. To gain an idea on the
impact of this stretching on the charge migration, we calcu-
lated the hole density and traced its migration at several
different geometries along the dissociation path. It was
observed that more and more charge migrates to the N-ter-
minal as the C1–C2 bond elongates. In Fig. 2b the hole den-
sity is shown for a geometry where the C1–C2 bond is
elongated by 20 pm. One clearly sees that in this case
almost the entire charge is transferred from the chromo-
phore to the N-terminal, and this again within 4 fs.

To further trace the evolution of the hole charge in real
space we present in Fig. 3 Qð~r; tÞ in 3D for the two dis-
cussed geometries at three different times t = 0, 2 and
4 fs. The results suggest the following conceivable scenario
of coupled electron-nuclear dynamics. The localized initial
ionization of the chromophore triggers ultrafast charge
migration and some part of the positive charge starts to
bounce between the chromophore and the N-terminal. As
time proceeds, nuclear dynamics enters the picture and
with the elongation of the C1–C2 bond more and more
charge oscillates between the two sites. These oscillations
are not perfect, due to dissipation caused by the participa-
tion of many electronic states and nuclear dynamics, and
when the bond breaks the charge is trapped at the energet-
ically more favorable N-terminal fragment, i.e. the mole-
cule dissociates into C6H5CH2 radical and H2CN(CH3)2

cation. This is confirmed by calculations on the CC2
level which predict that dissociation into C6H5CH2 +

Fig. 3. 3D-hole density of PENNA at three different time steps (0,2,4 fs). The ‘negative’ hole density, or the electron density is given in orange. Left-hand
side for the ground state geometry, right-hand side for the geometry with C1–C2 bond elongated by 20 pm. (For interpretation of the references to colour
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this Letter.)

Fig. 2. Hole density of PENNA. (a) At the ground state geometry of the
neutral. (b) At the geometry with C1–C2 bond elongated by 20 pm.

234 S. Lünnemann et al. / Chemical Physics Letters 450 (2008) 232–235

Lunnemann CPL 450 232-235 (2008)

Kuleff Chem. Phys. 414 100 2013



Ultrafast Charge Migration

• Superpositions of electronic states 
will evolve on the sub-
femtosecond timescale.

• Nuclear motion will alter the 
coherence 

• We want to determine what role 
attosecond scale electronic 
coherence has on longer 
timescale, femtosecond motion 
(Chemistry).

• Attosecond-pump/attosecond-
probe

• Focus of science campaign @ 
LCLS
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already migrated to the nitrogen (the hump on the right-
hand side of the surface). Afterwards the charge returns
mainly to its initial position and the whole process starts
again. However, since many ionic states participate in the
dynamics, the process is not purely repetitive.

First principles molecular dynamics simulations of the
cationic ground state at DFT (BP86/SV(P)) level starting
with the equilibrium geometry of the neutral indicate a
stretching of the C1–C2 bond of 5 pm within the first 5 fs.
This is the bond which was observed to break in the exper-
iments of Weinkauf et al. [7,13]. To gain an idea on the
impact of this stretching on the charge migration, we calcu-
lated the hole density and traced its migration at several
different geometries along the dissociation path. It was
observed that more and more charge migrates to the N-ter-
minal as the C1–C2 bond elongates. In Fig. 2b the hole den-
sity is shown for a geometry where the C1–C2 bond is
elongated by 20 pm. One clearly sees that in this case
almost the entire charge is transferred from the chromo-
phore to the N-terminal, and this again within 4 fs.

To further trace the evolution of the hole charge in real
space we present in Fig. 3 Qð~r; tÞ in 3D for the two dis-
cussed geometries at three different times t = 0, 2 and
4 fs. The results suggest the following conceivable scenario
of coupled electron-nuclear dynamics. The localized initial
ionization of the chromophore triggers ultrafast charge
migration and some part of the positive charge starts to
bounce between the chromophore and the N-terminal. As
time proceeds, nuclear dynamics enters the picture and
with the elongation of the C1–C2 bond more and more
charge oscillates between the two sites. These oscillations
are not perfect, due to dissipation caused by the participa-
tion of many electronic states and nuclear dynamics, and
when the bond breaks the charge is trapped at the energet-
ically more favorable N-terminal fragment, i.e. the mole-
cule dissociates into C6H5CH2 radical and H2CN(CH3)2
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level which predict that dissociation into C6H5CH2 +
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Figure 2. Snapshots of the evolution of the hole density Q(⃗r, t) after ionization out of orbital 28a′ of the Cs symmetric conformer of
Gly-Gly-NH-CH3 for the first 6 fs. The figure is taken with permission from [10]. © 2013 Elsevier.

ϕl are different, i.e., the case of a correlation satellite, and
when one of the holes in the 2h1p configuration is identical to
that of the 1h configuration (k = i or l = i), i.e., the case of a
relaxation satellite.

In the case of a correlation satellite, we will observe the
following electron dynamics succeeding the ionization out
of orbital ϕi. The hole initially localized on orbital ϕi will
migrate to the orbital ϕk (or ϕl) accompanied by an excitation
from orbital ϕl (or ϕk) to the virtual orbital ϕa. Again, the
dynamics will be oscillatory with a period determined by the
energy differences between the states |Im⟩ and |Is⟩. This type
of mechanism was identified to be responsible for the ultrafast
electron dynamics taking place after inner-valence ionization
in several systems (see e.g., [6, 64, 70, 71]).

In the case of a relaxation satellite, for example, when
l = i in equations (9), one observes different dynamics [8].
The hole initially localized on orbital ϕi will stay put, while
an excitation–deexcitation alternation between orbitals ϕk and
ϕa will take place with an oscillation period determined by the
energy difference between the main state and the relaxation
satellite.

Although the relaxation satellite does not affect the
dynamics of the initial hole charge itself (the initial hole
remains stationary), depending on the spatial distribution of the
orbitals involved the dominant relaxation satellite mechanism
can still lead to a charge migration via hole screening. If
the electron is ejected from a localized orbital i and the
unoccupied orbital a is localized in the same region of space,
then promoting an electron to the orbital a will cancel out in
physical space the initially created hole in orbital i, i.e., the
initial hole will be ‘screened’ by the excitation k → a. Thus,
in the idealized case when orbitals i and a are localized on one
site of the system, while orbital k is localized on a different
site, the dominant relaxation satellite mechanism will lead to
oscillations in the real space of the total hole charge between
these two parts of the system.

(iii) Breakdown-of-the-molecular-orbital-picture case. In
the inner-valence region of the spectrum, where the
quasicontinuum of lines appears (see the multitude of states
depicted in brown in figure 1), one can distinguish two general
cases depending on whether the states are below or above

the double ionization threshold of the system. Supposing that
the quasicontinuum of states has a Lorentzian shape, in both
cases, the initially ionized orbital will ‘lose’ its positive charge
exponentially with time. If the states are below the double-
ionization threshold, the charge will be typically shared among
many other orbitals and at the end of the process will be spread
more-or-less uniformly over the whole cation. This situation
was studied in [62, 70]. If the states are above the double
ionization threshold, i.e., an electronic decay channel is open,
this mechanism will describe the process of emission of a
secondary electron. This situation was studied in [69].

5. Representative examples

We have analysed the electron dynamics triggered by ultrafast
ionization in a large variety of small to medium size molecules.
We found that the charge-migration phenomenon usually
takes place after ionization in the inner-valence shell where
the electron-correlation effects are typically much stronger
than in the outer valence. In many of the studied cases, the
positive charge initially localized on one end of the molecule
can migrate to the other in only few femtoseconds jumping
over entire chemical groups. A prominent example of such a
charge-migration behaviour taking place after inner-valence
ionization of the oligopeptide Gly-Gly-NH-CH3 is shown in
figure 2 [10]. The figure depicts snapshots of the evolution
during the first 6 fs of the hole density Q(⃗r, t), see equation (3),
following sudden ionization out of the orbital 28a′. We see
that starting from the methylamine site the charge almost
completely migrates to the other side of the molecule in
about 6 fs. The process then continues in a reverse order
bringing the charge back to the methylamine site. However,
these oscillations are not purely repetitive and exhibit a beating
pattern due to the large number of ionic states involved. It is
worth noting that the centre of charge migrates more than 8 Å
during the first 6 fs of the process.

The mechanism underlying this particular charge-
migration process is a four-hole mixing, since the ionization
out of orbital 28a′ coherently populates mainly four ionic states
being themselves a linear combination of four different 1h
configurations. Although it may appear from figure 2 that the
positive charge flows along the molecular backbone, this is just

6
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X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy

• X-ray absorption probes overlap of 
valence orbitals with core electrons

• Very useful for ultrafast 
photochemistry
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The efficient conversion of light into other forms of energy
has a key role in many processes such as photosynthesis or
human vision1, 2. It is well established that the efficiency of

these processes is facilitated by coupled ultrafast electronic and
nuclear dynamics that cannot be described using the
Born–Oppenheimer approximation (BOA). The breakdown of
the BOA makes the fundamental details of such mechanisms
notoriously difficult to understand: they proceed on ultrafast
timescales and occur mostly at positions where potential energy
surfaces come close or even intersect. From an experimental point
of view, it is highly desirable to access the nuclear geometry and
the electronic degrees of freedom separately, to compare them to
quantum simulations. The transient nuclear geometry can be best
studied by time-resolved diffraction techniques using short
X-ray3, 4 or electron pulses5.

X-ray absorption spectroscopy has been known for a long time
to be an element and site-specific probe for local electronic
structure of organic molecules and the charge states and local
environment of transition metal sites6. The element and site
specificity originates from excitation of inner electrons, which are
strongly confined around the specific nucleus, into empty valence
molecular orbitals. As the core electron energy levels often lie 10s
and 100s of eVs apart, a specific site in a molecule can be probed
by selection of the incident photon energy. Fueled by the devel-
opment of short X-ray pulse sources7 and the growing interest in
transition metal-based photocatalysts and photosensitizers, tran-
sient X-ray spectroscopy was very successfully applied to the
K- and L-edges of the active transition metal centers in those
compounds8–11. These studies showed an impressive sensitivity
to transiently populated electronic states involving the metal
center, e.g., metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) states.

Internal conversion between excited states of different elec-
tronic character is also a crucial path for photoenergy conversion
in organic molecules. Organic chromophores exhibit strongly
absorbing ππ* excited states, which can be described in a single

electron Hartree–Fock (HF) picture as an electron–hole pair in a
formerly occupied and an unoccupied molecular orbital (MO),
both with π symmetry. Many of these chromophores, like azo-
switches12, 13, nucleobases14–16, and amino acids17, also contain
heteroatoms with electron lone pairs. They therefore exhibit nπ*
excited states, with a hole in a heteroatom-centered lone pair (n)
orbital and an electron in a π* orbital. Unlike ππ* excited states,
nπ* states are usually not directly accessible because of low
absorption cross-sections from the ground state. It is therefore
crucial to directly monitor the ππ*/nπ* internal conversion as it
provides essential photochemical pathways for reactions like
cis–trans isomerization, and intersystem crossing to the triplet
manifold of electronic states governed by the El Sayed selection
rules18.

The preferential localization of the n orbital at the heteroatom
has wide-reaching implications for resonant core level spectro-
scopy. In general, near edge X-ray absorption fine structure
(NEXAFS) spectra show isolated features from resonant states
below the core ionization edge of an element. Those features
are because of transitions from this element’s core orbital to
unoccupied valence orbitals, e.g., a π* orbital. The core-to-valence
absorption cross-section is strongly dependent on the spatial
overlap between the confined core and the empty valence
orbital6, 19, 20 (Fig. 1a). In the case of excited states, the electron
hole in a formerly occupied valence orbital enables an additional
NEXAFS resonance. The spatial overlap makes a 1s–n transition
from the strongly localized heteroatom 1s core level to the elec-
tron hole of an nπ* state more intense than the 1s–π transition to
the delocalized π hole of a ππ* state. The same effect is observable
in the strong sensitivity of time-resolved (TR) NEXAFS spec-
troscopy to MLCT states in transition metal complexes. The
TR-NEXAFS signature from a photoexcited ππ* state is therefore
expected to be weak and to transform into a strong nπ*-state
signature as the molecule undergoes ππ*/nπ* internal conversion,
largely independent of geometry changes during the dynamics.
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One benchmark molecule for the sensitivity of TR-NEXAFS
spectroscopy to the ππ*/nπ* transition is the chromophore thy-
mine, as there is a rich literature on its excited states (see14, 15, 21

and citations therein). Thymine exhibits two high-lying occupied
MOs, an oxygen-localized n-orbital and a delocalized
π-orbital (Fig. 1a). Its lowest unoccupied MO (π*) is similar to the
πMO in delocalization. The molecule can be excited at 267 nm to
a ππ* state; the lower-lying nπ* state is optically dark.

The ππ* relaxation in thymine has been experimentally
investigated using many methods available in ultrafast technol-
ogy14, 15, 21 including our own study, where we investigated
excited-state nonresonant Auger spectra at the oxygen K-edge22.
It is challenging to attribute the experimental signatures of
sub-100 fs thymine dynamics from ultrafast photoelectron16,
photoion23, absorption, or Auger electron spectroscopy22

unambiguously to a particular process, like internal conversion, as
changes in both the electronic structure and the nuclear geometry
influence the observables. Interpretations of past experimental
data involving valence electrons relied heavily on simulations.
However, theoretical investigations do not agree on a common
prediction of the excited-state dynamics14. Several wavepacket

simulations predict nuclear relaxation into a local minimum of
the ππ* state within 100 fs followed by slower ππ*/nπ*24, 25 or
even ππ*/ground state26 internal conversion over a barrier. Others
predict barrierless, sub-100 fs ππ*/nπ* relaxation27 or direct
ππ*/ground-state relaxation within few hundred fs28. It is there-
fore unclear, if and on which timescale the nπ* state is accessed
during the relaxation dynamics.

In this work, we demonstrate application of the well-
established state sensitivity of transition metal X-ray absorption
spectroscopy to time resolved spectroscopy of electronic relaxa-
tion in organic molecules, closing an important gap in the pho-
tochemistry that can be investigated. We demonstrate at the
example of thymine that our TR-NEXAFS technique is strongly
and selectively sensitive to the ultrafast ππ*/nπ* internal conver-
sion. We prove the existence of the relaxation channel into the
nπ* state, its ultrafast population and depopulation. Employing
computationally demanding, but quantitative high-level-coupled
cluster (CC) simulations29–31, which are still unavailable for
transition metal complexes, we confirm our spectroscopic attri-
bution based on orbital localization.
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Probing ultrafast ππ*/nπ* internal conversion in
organic chromophores via K-edge resonant
absorption
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Many photoinduced processes including photosynthesis and human vision happen in organic

molecules and involve coupled femtosecond dynamics of nuclei and electrons. Organic

molecules with heteroatoms often possess an important excited-state relaxation channel

from an optically allowed ππ* to a dark nπ* state. The ππ*/nπ* internal conversion is difficult

to investigate, as most spectroscopic methods are not exclusively sensitive to changes in the

excited-state electronic structure. Here, we report achieving the required sensitivity by

exploiting the element and site specificity of near-edge soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy.

As a hole forms in the n orbital during ππ*/nπ* internal conversion, the absorption spectrum

at the heteroatom K-edge exhibits an additional resonance. We demonstrate the concept

using the nucleobase thymine at the oxygen K-edge, and unambiguously show that ππ*/nπ*

internal conversion takes place within (60± 30) fs. High-level-coupled cluster calculations

confirm the method’s impressive electronic structure sensitivity for excited-state

investigations.
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Molecular Effects on Electronic 
Coherence

• Can coherent electronic excitations provide 
a route to by-pass IVR in controlling 
molecular reactions? 

• Chem. Phys. Lett. 285, 25-33 (1998)
• Nat. Photonics 8 195-204 (2014)

• Measure coherence lifetime
• Effect of structure on charge migration.

• Amino-phenol derivatives.
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Figure 6.2.4 – Proposed systems for studying the 
effect of the molecular bridge on ultrafast charge 
migration. The proposed method will change the size 
and shape of the bridge molecule. (A) 4-amino-phenol, 
(B) 5-amino-1-napthol, (C) 8-amino-1-napthol, (D) 6-
amino-2-napthol, (E) amino-methanol, and (F) 6-
amino-hexanol.  
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Impulsive Electronic Raman Scattering:
A Swift Kick for Initiating Charge Motion

excited states after interaction with the first X-ray pulse. The
second pulse interacts with this wavepacket via a second Raman
process, and the change in its transmitted intensity is detected. We
focus on the integrated two-pulse (I2P) SXRS signal defined as
the change in the transmission of the second pulse with or
without the pump pulse, recorded as a function of the time
delay between the two pulses (Fig. 1). Because the core to valence
transition frequency is element specific, this technique can be
spatially selective. The signal is averaged over the isotropic dis-
tribution of molecular orientations. The probe polarization is set
at the magic angle ðθ= 54:78Þ with respect to the pump polari-
zation, which allows the effective polarizability to be treated as
a scalar rather than a tensor (31).
In addition to valence excitations, nuclear motions are also

excited impulsively by the X-ray Raman process and should be
taken into account for delays longer than the vibrational period
ð>5 fsÞ. They are expected to add a vibronic fine structure to
the valence electronic transitions that feature in the SXRS
signals calculated here. Incorporating vibrational motions
in superpositions of electronic states is an open computational
challenge (42).
The I2P-SXRS signal is collected in the time domain, and a

Fourier transform reveals the excitation frequencies of the va-
lence-excited states that contribute. Expressions for the time- and
frequency-domain I2P-SXRS signal are given in Eqs. S1 and S3 in
SI Text, respectively. The signal is given by the imaginary part of the
overlap SI2P#SXRS = −ℑhψW jψDðτÞi between a time-dependent
doorway state created by the first pulse and a window state created
by the second pulse.When the pump pulse is tuned to the core edge
of a selected atom, the valence wavepacket created by Raman in-
teraction will initially be localized near that atom. In a porphyrin
dimer two-color I2P-SXRS can directly monitor EET by tuning the
pump and probe to be resonant with atoms located on different
monomers. The signal vanishes for short delays and the time re-
quired to achieve the first maximum gives the EET coupling between
monomers. Themagnitude of the EET process is proportional to the
spatial overlap between doorway and window states prepared on
different monomers.
The feasibility of stimulated X-ray Raman in molecules

using XFEL radiation has been examined by Patterson (43)

and was demonstrated by recent pump–probe experiments in
atoms (44, 45).

Results and Discussion
The chemical structure of the porphyrin dimer and the simulated
X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) for the nickel
and the zinc L2;3 -edge are shown in Fig. 2, together with the
power spectra for the pulses used in our simulations. The zinc
porphyrin ring is almost planar, whereas the nickel ring is dis-
torted. In SI Text we show the calculated UV absorption spec-
trum and the XANES for the nickel and zinc K-edges in Figs. S1
and S2, respectively.
Note that the Raman process involves both photon absorption

and emission. In a single-particle picture, a core electron is excited
into a virtual orbital after which an electron from a valence orbital
falls down and fills the core hole. The pulse bandwidth must en-
compass both the absorption and the emission frequencies. The
XANES spectra in Fig. 2 reveal the pulse frequencies that con-
tribute to the absorption, with the pulse center set to the core–edge
transition. To see which frequencies contribute to the emission, it is
necessary to collect the frequency-dispersed SXRS signal (47).
The I2P-SXRS signals in the time and frequency domain for

the case where the pump is resonant with the zinc L-edge and the
probe is resonant with either the zinc (Zn2p/Zn2p) or the nickel
L-edge (Zn2p/Ni2p) are shown in Fig. 3. By tuning the pump and
probe to either the K- or L- edge of nickel or zinc, there are
sixteen different possible SXRS signals, which are depicted in
Figs. S3–S5. Note from Fig. 2 that the amplitudes of the nickel 2p
dipoles are larger than those for zinc, making the Zn2p/Zn2p
signal weaker than the Zn2p/Ni2p signal. Peaks in the Fourier
transform spectra correspond to electronic eigenstates of the
dimer. In Fig. 3, Right, peaks labeled A, B, C, and C′ contribute
to both signals, whereas peaks D, E, and F are visible only in the
two-color signal.
The one-color Zn2p/Zn2p I2P-SXRS signal is maximal at τ= 0,

as the valence wavepacket is created and probed on the same atom.
As τ grows, the excitation may spread throughout the molecule
and onto the neighboring monomer, leading to a decrease in the
signal amplitude. The signal shows strong beating, with a period
of ∼25 fs that equals the inverse frequency difference between the
two dominant peaks at in the frequency domain, located at Ω=
4:74 eV (peak B in Fig. 3, Right) and 4.89 eV (peak C in Fig. 3,
Right). Because these two peaks have the same sign in the fre-
quency domain, this oscillation starts on a maximum rather than
a minimum. [When two peaks in the frequency domain have the

Fig. 1. The sequence of events underlying the SXRS signal. The molecule is
initially in the ground electronic state g. The pump pulse creates a valence
excitation g′ through transient occupation of a core-excited state e. After
a variable delay time τ, the probe pulse returns the system to the ground
state via another core excitation. The signal is given by the change in the
transmitted intensity of the probe due to the presence of the pump.

Fig. 2. (Upper) Chemical structure of the porphyrin heterodimer. (Lower)
Simulated XANES for zinc and nickel L2,3 -edge. All transitions have the same
line width, 0.7 eV and 0.5 eV, respectively, taken from the ref. 46. Shaded
areas show the power spectra of the transform-limited pulses used in our
simulations with FWHM of 166 as (10.9 eV).

15598 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1308604110 Biggs et al.

Biggs PNAS 110 15597 (2013)
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Attosecond dynamics through
a Fano resonance: Monitoring the
birth of a photoelectron
V. Gruson,1* L. Barreau,1* Á. Jiménez-Galan,2 F. Risoud,3 J. Caillat,3 A. Maquet,3

B. Carré,1 F. Lepetit,1 J.-F. Hergott,1 T. Ruchon,1 L. Argenti,2† R. Taïeb,3

F. Martín,2,4,5‡ P. Salières1‡

The dynamics of quantum systems are encoded in the amplitude and phase of wave
packets. However, the rapidity of electron dynamics on the attosecond scale has
precluded the complete characterization of electron wave packets in the time domain.
Using spectrally resolved electron interferometry, we were able to measure the amplitude
and phase of a photoelectron wave packet created through a Fano autoionizing
resonance in helium. In our setup, replicas obtained by two-photon transitions interfere
with reference wave packets that are formed through smooth continua, allowing the full
temporal reconstruction, purely from experimental data, of the resonant wave packet
released in the continuum. In turn, this resolves the buildup of the autoionizing resonance
on an attosecond time scale. Our results, in excellent agreement with ab initio time-dependent
calculations, raise prospects for detailed investigations of ultrafast photoemission
dynamics governed by electron correlation, as well as coherent control over structured
electron wave packets.

T
racking electronic dynamics on the attosec-
ond time scale and angstrom length scale
is a key to understanding and controlling
the quantum mechanical underpinnings
of physical and chemical transformations

(1). One of the most fundamental electronic
processes in this context is photoionization, the
dynamics of which are fully encoded in the re-
leased electron wave packet (EWP) and the final
ionic state. The development of broadband co-
herent sources of attosecond pulses has opened
the possibility of investigating these processes
with attosecond resolution. On such a short time
scale, few techniques (2–5) are able to provide
access to both spectral amplitude and phase.
The spectral derivative of the phase, the group
delay, is a practical quantity for describing gen-
eral wave packet properties reflecting the ioniza-
tion dynamics. Recently, photoemission delays
have been measured in a variety of systems:
noble gas atoms (6–8), molecules (9), and solids
(10). In the gas phase, these attosecond delays
give insight into the scattering of the electron
in the ionic potential; in the solid state, they pro-

vide information on the transport dynamics to-
ward the surface. However, the physical relevance
of group delays is restricted to fairly unstructured
wave packets.
The necessity to go beyond simple delays

arises for more complex ionization dynamics
when the broadband excitation encompasses
continuum structures associated with, for ex-
ample, autoionizing states, shape resonances,
and Cooper minima (11–13). These structures
induce strong spectral variations of the ampli-
tude and phase of the EWP corresponding to
different time scales, ranging from the atto-
second to the femtosecond domains. In general,
the long-term evolution of the EWP amplitude
[e.g., the lifetime of Fano autoionizing resonances
(14)] can be characterized directly in the time
domain (15), or in the spectral domain with the
use of conventional spectroscopic techniques
(16). However, the EWP phase is required for
reconstruction of the full ionization dynamics.
In particular, the short-term response associated
with broadband excitation remains unexplored
(17). It is mainly determined by the spectral phase
variation over the resonance bandwidth, which
has so far not been measured. An additional
difficulty is that the characterization techniques
often involve strong infrared probe fields that (i)
strongly perturb the resonant structures (18–20)
so that the field-free intrinsic dynamics cannot
be accessed, and (ii) require elaborate theoretical
input for decoding the electron spectrograms (21).
Here, we extend attosecond photoionization

spectroscopy to the full reconstruction of the
time-dependent EWPs produced by coherent
broadband excitation through resonant struc-
tures. To this end, we have developed a pertur-
bative interferometric scheme enabling the direct

measurement of the spectral amplitude and phase
of the unperturbed resonant EWP. Interferences
between the latter and a reference nonresonant
EWP are achieved through two-photon replicas
obtained by photoionizing the target with an
extreme ultraviolet (XUV) harmonic comb com-
bined with the mid-infrared (MIR) fundamental
field. This spectrally resolved technique is easy to
implement and offers straightforward access to
the EWP characteristics without complex anal-
ysis or theoretical input. We apply it to the in-
vestigation of the test case of the doubly excited
2s2p autoionizing resonance of helium, for which
ab initio time-dependent calculations can be per-
formed (22, 23), thereby providing a benchmark
for our experimental study.
Autoionization occurs when a system is ex-

cited in structured spectral regions where reso-
nant states are embedded into a continuum.
The system can then either directly ionize or
transiently remain in the resonant bound state
before ionizing. Coupling between the resonant
state and continuum states of the same energy
through configuration interaction leads to the
well-known Fano spectral line shapes (14). Of
particular interest is the autoionization decay
from doubly excited states (16) that is a direct
consequence of the electron-electron repulsion.
Using our spectrally resolved technique, we di-
rectly access the complete ionization dynamics
(including interferences at birth time) and mo-
nitor the resonance buildup on a subfemtosecond
time scale—an endeavor of attosecond science
(17, 24).
The concept of the method is shown in Fig. 1A.

We photoionize helium with a comb of mutually
coherent odd harmonics derived from an optical
parametric amplifier (OPA) MIR source. The
harmonic of order 63 (H63) is driven into the 2s2p
resonance, at 60.15 eV from the ground state,
by tuning the OPA central wavelength lOPA to
1295 nm. Because the harmonic width (400 meV)
is much larger than the resonance width (G =
37 meV), a broad resonant EWP with complex
spectral amplitude AR(E) is produced. Simul-
taneously, nonresonant EWPs are created by the
neighboring harmonics H61 and H65 in smooth
regions of the continuum; each of these can serve
as a reference, denoted ANR(E), to probe the reso-
nant EWP.
To induce interference, we use two-photon

transitions to create replicas that spectrally over-
lap with each other. A weak fraction of the fun-
damental MIR pulse, of angular frequency w0 =
2pc/lOPA, is superimposed on the harmonic comb
with a delay t. Its intensity (~2 × 1011 W/cm2) is
sufficiently high to induce perturbative two-
photon XUV-MIR transitions but is low enough
to avoid transitions involving more than one MIR
photon [e.g., depletion of the doubly excited
state by multiphoton ionization (15), or distortion
of the resonance line shape (19)]. Most impor-
tant, the MIR spectral width (26 meV) is smaller
than both the harmonic and resonance widths,
ensuring that each EWP produced in the two-
photon process is a faithful, spectrally shifted,
replica of the unperturbed EWP produced in
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Attosecond correlation dynamics
M. Ossiander1,2*, F. Siegrist1,2, V. Shirvanyan1,2, R. Pazourek3, A. Sommer1, T. Latka1,2,
A. Guggenmos1,4, S. Nagele3, J. Feist5, J. Burgdörfer3, R. Kienberger1,2 and M. Schultze1,4*

Photoemission of an electron is commonly treated as a one-particle phenomenon. With attosecond streaking spectroscopy
we observe the breakdown of this single active-electron approximation by recording up to six attoseconds retardation of
the dislodged photoelectron due to electronic correlations. We recorded the photon-energy-dependent emission timing of
electrons, released from the helium ground state by an extreme-ultraviolet photon, either leaving the ion in its ground state
or exciting it into a shake-up state. We identify an optical field-driven d.c. Stark shift of charge-asymmetric ionic states
formed after the entangled photoemission as a key contribution to the observed correlation time shift. These findings enable
a complete wavepacket reconstruction and are universal for all polarized initial and final states. Sub-attosecond agreement
with quantum mechanical ab initio modelling allows us to determine the absolute zero of time in the photoelectric e�ect to a
precision better than 1/25th of the atomic unit of time.

Photoemission of an electron occurs when the energy E� of
the absorbed photon surpasses the ionization potential (IP) of
the illuminated system. This hypothesis marks the foundation

of quantum mechanics1 and the process was tacitly regarded as
an instantaneous single-particle phenomenon until the tools of
attosecond time-resolved spectroscopy started to challenge these
simplifications about a century after the photoelectric e�ect was
postulated. When first experiments produced evidence for a delay
in photoemission2–6, it was recognized with recourse to a theoretical
debate in the 1950s that the movement of the ionized electronic
wavepacket through the attractive ionic potential can be interpreted
as a (half-)scattering process leading to an energy-dependent phase
shift as compared to its free movement in vacuum7–9, which
manifests as retardation or advance of the wavepacket10–12. In any
multi-electron system, the correlatedmotion of the electrons arising
from their mutual repulsion will cause dynamic modifications
of the ionic potential which consequently a�ect the wavepacket’s
phase shift. The many-body problem of electronic correlations is
a major communal challenge for chemistry13, atomic, molecular
and condensed matter physics14. Specifically in the latter field, a
deepened understanding of these processes could cast light on
many highly relevant phenomena that are mediated by electronic
correlations—for example, electronic transport15, phase transitions,
magnetism16 or superconductivity17.

Precise experimental determination of the timing of photoemis-
sion can be a gateway to the investigation of electronic correlations.
Since ionization delays have become an experimental observable
they have posed a lively debated challenge for theory—see, for
example, refs 18–26 and references therein. Even though both ex-
perimental methodology and theoretical treatment are still in their
infancy, the first experimental observations could be explained
qualitatively by a variety of theoretical approaches. The lack of
quantitative agreement was attributed to the missing or incomplete
description of electronic correlation in the theoretical approaches.
Theory also indicated that amodification of the observed time shifts

can arise from minute di�erences in the polarization of di�erent
states, which in turn can exert a back action on the outgoing elec-
tronic wavepacket27–29.

An ideal test case for the experimental investigation of the role
of electronic correlations is single photon (shake-up) ionization of
helium, as sketched in Fig. 1. For the direct photoionization process,
the outgoing photoelectron is promoted into the ionization contin-
uum with kinetic energy Ekin =E� � IPHe (where the ionization en-
ergy of helium IPHe =24.6 eV), leaving the remaining electronmore
strongly bound in the He+ ground state (shake-down). Alterna-
tively, for su�ciently energetic photons (E� >65.5 eV) the electron
remaining bound to the ion can be excited into one out of a series
of ionic Rydberg states (shake-up (SU), or correlation satellites30)
with excitation energies 1E su

n=2 = 40.8 eV (47.5, 50.2, 52.4, . . . eV
for n= 3, 4, 5, . . .) converging towards the second ionization limit.
The first process, also referred to as direct photoionization, can
be described to a good degree of approximation within a single-
particle framework, whereas the latter requires the interaction of
both electrons and is a prototypical electronic correlation process.
Such correlations evolve on the fast-paced attosecond timescale of
electron dynamics and a measurement capable of resolving them
would allow the isolation and exploration of the role of electronic
correlations in the photoelectric e�ect and provide a benchmark for
the refinement of high-level many-electron quantum theories.

Helium is the only multi-electron system for which the
time-dependent Schrödinger equation including the quantum
mechanical dynamics of all electrons in the presence of a laser field
can be solved exactly18. For all heavier elements the inner electrons
residing with the ion can be accounted for only approximately, for
example, by density functional theories or Hartree–Fockmethods26.
Such approximate methods to describe electronic correlations limit
the accuracy of the results obtained.

Earlier experimental studies of helium remained inconclusive
due to the low photoabsorption cross-section at photon energies
relevant for attosecond spectroscopy and low photon flux sources
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Figure 4 | E�ective dipole moment for the n=2 shake-up state and relative group delay dispersion of the correlation time. a, Correlation delay ⌧e�e as a
function of the excitation photon energy and the derived e�ective dipole moment dn=2

e� of the excited ionic state (right ordinate). Blue dash-dotted line:
Theoretical prediction for dn=2

e� based on ab initio modelling. Vertical error bars denote the standard error of the mean. Horizontal error bars indicate the
maximum experimental uncertainty in the photon-energy determination. b, Frequency-resolved analysis of the recorded spectrograms within the
bandwidth of the attosecond pulse (indicated by the grey line). Whereas the temporal phase of the direct helium 1s photoelectrons is almost constant
across the attosecond pulse bandwidth (green dash-dotted line shows group delay), the shake-up photoelectron wavepacket exhibits a significant chirp
that manifests as sweeping group delay di�erence (1GD). The red dashed line indicates 1GD between the two channels computed from the experimental
results (shaded area indicates the standard error of the mean) in comparison to the theoretical result (blue line). Within the bandwidth of the attosecond
pulse (here centred at 97 eV) the measured group delay di�erence decreases as a function of the photon energy. Intensity is in arbitrary units.

is known. The attosecond streaking experiment yields the missing
phase information. For the values of the correlation delay ⌧e�e
reported here and c2s/c2p =1.1±0.5 at 97 eV (ref. 37), we find1'=
1.35± 0.17 rad ((c2s/c2p)theory = 1.42,1'theory = 1.26 rad), constant
within the standard error for all investigated extreme-ultraviolet
(XUV) photon energies (see Supplementary Information). The
phase di�erence evaluated from the ab initio computations shows
no dependence on the intensity of the applied laser electric field in
the sampled range between 109 and 1012 W cm�2. The experimental
determination of 1' allows us to completely reconstruct the n=2
wavepacket (up to a global phase factor) and predict its time
evolution after photoemission.

The attosecond XUV pulse with a spectral bandwidth (Fig. 2a)
large compared to the energy di�erence of individual shake-up
states excites multiple shake-up resonances simultaneously and
launches a fully coherent electronic wavepacket that features rapid
multi-state quantum beating. Furthermore, the presence of the laser
field causes nontrivial coupling of higher shake-up channels. In this
case, the unambiguous extraction of all relevant wavepacket phases
is hindered. A spectrally narrowXUVpulse and a longer wavelength
dressing field, however, permit the spectral isolation of the n= 3
shake-up peak, as we show by a numerical streaking simulation in
the Supplementary Information. In this setting, the correlation time
⌧e�e is again found to be accurately predicted by dn=3

e� , although
only partial reconstruction of the n= 3 shake-up wavepacket can
be achieved.

However, since the laser dressing of the photoelectron kinetic
energy in the attosecond streak camera concept closely resembles
frequency-resolved optical gating techniques38 used to determine
the temporal characteristics of ultrashort laser pulses, analysis of
the experimental spectrograms can likewise determine the temporal
and spectral phase characteristics of the emitted wavepackets32.
This is of particular interest in the case of helium, where the
comparison of the extracted spectral phase for the di�erent
ionization channels provides energy-resolved access to the role of
multi-electron dynamics in the photoelectric e�ect that manifests
itself in the reshaping of the outgoing photoelectron wavepacket.
Figure 4b shows the group delay di�erence resulting from a
FROG analysis of the recorded spectrograms at 97 eV excitation
energy (details of the analysis and the adaptive algorithm are
given in the Supplementary Information). Analogous analysis of
the ab initio computations shows that the spectral phase of the
electron wavepacket leaving the ion in its ground state coincides

within the accuracy of our retrieval method to the phase evolution
(‘chirp’) of the exciting attosecond pulse aside from a deviation
due to Coulomb-laser coupling smaller than 0.15 as eV�1 and not
exceeding 3 as over the whole energy range. The green dash-dotted
line in Fig. 4b reveals a small residual chirp of the attosecond
pulse becoming visible in the reconstructed group delay (GD) for
the helium 1s photoemission. By using this signal as reference, we
find that the wavepacket reconstructed for the shake-up process,
by contrast, carries a significant spectral chirp which is associated
to the variation of the quantum phase of the wavepacket in the
correlated bound-free transition. Computing the di�erence between
the two curves removes the small residual attosecond pulse chirp
which a�ects both channels identically and yields a sweeping group
delay di�erence 1GD across the bandwidth of the excitation.
The comparison to the group delay behaviour extracted from the
ab initio spectrograms shows a remarkable agreement over the entire
spectral range (Fig. 4b), highlighting the e�ectiveness of the ab initio
computations to reproduce subtle multi-electron influences and the
accuracy of the present experiment. Responsible for the temporal
transformation of the debouching wavepacket are both the photon-
energy dependence of the Coulomb-laser coupling and the electron
correlation in the excitation process of the shake-up state.

Our work proves the validity of the non-relativistic two-electron
time-dependent Schrödinger equation to an unprecedented level of
accuracy of 10�19 s, and we have experimentally shown the complete
characterization of the shake-up photoionization dynamics,
providing a novel benchmark for the test and development of
alternative multi-electron theories for more complex systems by
spectrally resolved exploration of the group delay of the outgoing
photoelectron wavepacket.

This first experimental study shedding light on the impact of
electronic correlations on electron dynamics can serve as bench-
mark for the time-resolved exploration of their role in electronic
transport and relaxation, magnetism and phase transitions, since
attosecond spectroscopy has recently been successfully applied to
study condensed matter systems39–42. In such experiments, helium
can now serve as a tracer system for the determination of the abso-
lute zero of time by adding it into a gas mixture or by simultaneous
detection of photoelectron emission and transient XUV signatures
from solid state systems. In a second step, such referential investiga-
tions will allow the replacement of helium by a referencing species
that exhibits a significantly higher photoabsorption cross-section,
or a binding energy best suited for the excitation wavelength, and
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Table 1 | Time shift 1⌧ between direct and shake-up
photoemission in helium for di�erent photon energies.

Photon energy
(eV)

1⌧ experiment
(10�18 s)

Standard error
(10�18 s)

1⌧ theory
(10�18 s)

93.9 �12.6 0.99 �12.7
97.2 �10.6 0.85 �11.0
108.2 �5.0 1.01 �5.9
113.0 �4.9 1.60 �5.8

from the numerically simulated spectrograms, which include
electronic correlations to their full extent (black circles, Fig. 2b). We
find absolute photoemission delays ⌧d ranging from �4 to �6 as
for the examined photon energies, corresponding to a temporal
advance of the photoelectron wavepacket relative to the intensity
maximum of the attosecond pulse. This time shift is accumulated
by the outgoing wavepacket during its formation and propagation
in the attractive ionic potential. The magnitude of the time shift
corresponds to the Eisenbud–Wigner–Smith (EWS) delay ⌧EWS,
which describes the temporal behaviour of the (half-)scattering
event in the ionic potential, and an additional modification ⌧CLC
(Coulomb-laser coupling) due to the long-range part of the
ionic Coulomb potential which is dressed by the probing laser
field7,35. Both contributions can be independently determined (see
Supplementary Information) and the combined contribution yields
the direct photoemission delay ⌧d =⌧EWS +⌧ CLC. Such an alternative
time-independent fully correlated quantum simulation based on
the exterior complex scaling method36 for the EWS delay plus CLC
contribution (grey dashed line, Fig. 2b, for details see Supplementary
Information) agrees to remarkable precision with the time shifts
extracted from the simulated spectrograms. Furthermore, a single
active-electron streaking simulation of the absolute time shift in
direct photoemission using an e�ective potential based on the
Hartree (mean-field) approximation (black dotted line, Fig. 2b)
yields virtually identical results, highlighting the validity of a single-
photon–single-electron description and the absence of significant
electronic correlation e�ects for this ionization channel.

The absolute release time of the shake-up photoemission
corresponds to the sum of ⌧d and 1⌧ and can, in analogy to ⌧d, be
decomposed into di�erent, independent contributions. In addition
to the EWS and CLC time shifts, shake-up ionization is sensitive
to an additional component due to the correlation between the
emitted and the remaining electron in the presence of the probing
infrared field.

Correlation-induced time shift
In contrast to neutral helium and the He+ 1s1 ionic ground
state, where the electrons are deeply bound and possess no dipole
moment, and thus are insusceptible to the laser dressing field,
the excited Rydberg states of the ion resulting from the shake-up
transitions are strongly polarizable by the field due to their large
spatial extent. The ionic eigenstates are assembled from a set of
degenerate field-free sub-states of di�erent orbital symmetries (for
example, 2s and 2p for n = 2) which are energy-shifted in the
laser electric field, resulting in the lifting of the degeneracy. The
counterintuitive appearance of the d.c. Stark e�ect induced by the
rapidly oscillating (a.c.) electric field of the laser with (2⇡/!laser)=
2.7 fs period is a consequence of the temporal confinement of the
photoelectron emission to the attosecond pulse duration. Since
the dressing laser field amplitude is approximately constant during
the temporal extent of the emanating electron wavepacket, the
degeneracy of the field-free sub-states for each n is lifted by the
instantaneous electric field.

Detection of the emitted electron in a particular direction breaks
the inversion symmetry of the correlated two-electron system, as
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Figure 2 | Absolute timing of the photoelectric (PE) e�ect in helium.
a, Spectral power of the attosecond pulses and durations (full-width at
half-maximum intensity) extracted from the experiment. Intensity is in
arbitrary units. b, The timing di�erence between the direct helium 1s and
the shake-up electron emission is determined experimentally at central
photon energies of 93.9, 97.2, 108.2 and 113 eV. Vertical arrows indicate the
observed relative timing and vertical error bars denote the standard error of
the mean determined from a set of measurements (N⇠35, see
Supplementary Information for histograms). Horizontal error bars indicate
the maximum experimental uncertainty in the determination of the photon
energy. Black circles depict the ab initio modelling results for the absolute
photoemission delay of the shake-down process. The grey dashed line
shows the result of a fully correlated but time-independent calculation and
coincides with the predictions of a single active-electron model (black
dotted line). Ab initio results for the shake-up ensemble photoemission
delay are shown as black squares, together with an interpolation based on a
single parameter fit following the universal energy dependence of the
Coulomb-laser coupling and a constant o�set (grey dash-dotted line). Blue
stars represent full ab initio computations for exact experimental
parameters (XUV pulse photon energy and bandwidth).

shown by the electron density distributions of the asymmetric
ionic states n= 2 and n= 3 plotted in Fig. 3. As consequence of
this asymmetry these states exhibit a finite, time-dependent dipole
moment at the instant of photoemission.

The resulting e�ective dipole of the symmetry-broken singly
charged ion exerts a back action on the outgoing electron, leading
to a time shift of the emitted electron that is included in the fully
correlated two-electron EWS delay. The additional presence of an
(arbitrarily weak) probing laser field amends the total observed time
shift ⌧su for electrons leaving helium ions behind in a shake-up state
by an additional contribution ⌧e�e due to the correlation between the
emitted and the remaining electron in the presence of the infrared
field. Accordingly,

⌧su =⌧EWS +⌧ CLC +⌧e�e (1)

Whereas the streakingmomentum shift follows the vector potential,
the additional modification of the ionic energy levels due to the
Stark e�ect follows the instantaneous dressing laser electric field.
This quarter period phase lag results in an additional contribution
to the photoemission delay governed by the e�ective dipolemoment
de� of the ion in the shake-up state and the initial momentum p0 of
the photoelectron18

⌧e�e =
1

!laser
tan�1

 

de�
!laser

p0

!

(2)

Since the vector potential and the electric field scale identically, the
phase lag and the resulting correlation time ⌧e�e are expected to be
independent of the streaking laser field amplitude, as confirmed by
our experiment within the operating range of attosecond streaking
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(24). The temporal profile ÃRðtÞ thus decomposes
into a Gaussian nonresonant term and a resonant
contribution, like our experimental data (Fig. 3A).
The destructive temporal interference between
the two terms leads to the amplitude minimum
and phase jump identified around t = 4 fs.
To illustrate how the interference between the

two paths governs the formation of the resonance
line shape, Wickenhauser et al. (17) introduced
a time-frequency analysis based on the limited
inverse Fourier transform:

W ðE; taccÞ ¼

tacc

∫
−∞

ÃRðtÞ exp
iEt
ħ

! "
dt ð5Þ

which shows how the spectrum builds up until
accumulation time tacc. The result of this trans-
form applied to the experimental EWP in Fig. 3A
is shown in Fig. 3, C and D. The chronology of
the resonance formation can be nicely interpreted
within Fano’s formalism. In a first stage until
~3 fs, a close-to-Gaussian spectrum reflecting
the ionizing harmonic spectral shape emerges:
The direct path to the continuum dominates.
Then the resonant path starts contributing as
the populated doubly excited state decays in
the continuum: Interferences coherently build
up until ~20 fs, consistent with the temporal pro-
file in Fig. 3A, to eventually converge toward the
asymmetric measured spectrum. The resonance
growth can thus be decomposed in two nearly
consecutive steps governed by fairly different
time scales.

The buildup of the resonant profile reveals
the presence of a notable point around E =
35.6 eV where, as soon as the direct ionization
is completed, the spectrum barely changes with
tacc any longer. This can be explained by split-
ting the |R(E)|2 spectrum from Eq. 3 into three
terms:

jRðEÞj2 ¼ 1þ q2 þ 1
e2 þ 1

þ 2
qe − 1
e2 þ 1

ð6Þ

(26). At this isosbestic-like point—that is, for
e = [(1/q) – q]/2—the bound (second term) and
coupling (third term) contributions ultimately
cancel each other, leaving only the direct con-
tinuum contribution (first term). This point thus
gives a useful landmark in the resonant line shape
(e.g., for cross section calibration or reference
purposes).
Spectrally resolved electron interferometry

thus provides insight into the ultrafast strongly
correlated multielectron dynamics underlying
autoionization decay. Given the generality and
wide applicability of the Fano formalism [see, e.g.,
(26)], we anticipate that our approach, combined
with progress in attosecond pulse production
and particle detection (e.g., access to photoelec-
tron angular distributions), will open prospects
for studies of complex photoemission dynamics
close to resonances and, more generally, struc-
tured EWP dynamics in a variety of systems,
from molecules (27–29) and nanostructures (26)
to surfaces (10). Furthermore, the well-defined

amplitude and phase distortions induced by the
resonance offer a means for shaping the broad-
band EWP, bringing opportunities for coherent
control in the attosecond regime.
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Fig. 3. Resonant EWP in the time domain and
time-resolved reconstruction of the resonance
buildup. (A) Temporal profile of the resonant EWP
obtained by Fourier transform of the SB64 data (i)
from the experimental spectrogram (solid purple
curve) and corresponding temporal phase (dashed
purple curve), and (ii) from the simulated spectro-
gram, taking into account (dotted orange curve),
or not (dot-dashed black curve), the finite spec-
trometer resolution. The latter fully coincides with
the one-photon resonant EWP profile from a di-
rect analytical calculation (solid gray curve) (25),
thereby demonstrating the validity of our interfer-
ometric technique. (B) Illustration of the formation
dynamics of the resonant spectrum resulting from
interference between the two paths in the Fano auto-
ionization model. (C) Reconstruction of the time-
resolved buildup of the resonant spectrum using
the time-energy analysis introduced in Eq. 5. The
photoelectron spectrum is plotted as a function of
the upper temporal limit (accumulation time tacc)
used for the inverse Fourier transform. The dashed
gray curve, solid blue curve, and solid red curve in-
dicate accumulation times of 0, 3, and 20 fs, re-
spectively. (D) Lineouts of (C) every 1 fs.This figure
evidences first the growth of the direct path until a
maximum is reached at ~3 fs (blue curves), and
then the increasing spectral interference with the
resonant path that finally results in the Fano line
shape (red curves). At 35.6 eV, an isosbestic-like point
is crossed by all curves from 3 fs onward (black circle),
evidencing a position in the final line shape where only
the direct path contributes.
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Non-sequential Ionization

• Early LCLS experiments 
observed sequential ionization
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The Linac Coherent Light Source free electron laser is a source of high brightness x rays, 2! 1011

photons in a "5 fs pulse, that can be focused to produce double core vacancies through rapid sequential

ionization. This enables double core vacancy Auger electron spectroscopy, an entirely new way to study

femtosecond chemical dynamics with Auger electrons that probe the local valence structure of molecules

near a specific atomic core. Using 1.1 keV photons for sequential x-ray ionization of impulsively aligned

molecular nitrogen, we observed a rich single-site double core vacancy Auger electron spectrum near

413 eV, in good agreement with ab initio calculations, and we measured the corresponding Auger electron

angle dependence in the molecular frame.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.105.083004 PACS numbers: 33.80.Rv

The sequential creation of core-level double vacancies
was not possible until the unprecedented x-ray peak in-
tensities of an x-ray free electron laser (xFEL) [1,2]. Core-
level double vacancies have been observed in atomic sys-
tems via a single photon double ionization process [3–5].
However, the sequential formation of double core vacan-
cies, shown schematically for N2 in Fig. 1, relies on the
extremely high peak intensity of the Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS) xFEL to induce photoionization rates that
exceed Auger relaxation rates. Sequentially produced
double core vacancies represent a novel process [6–11]
that has been proposed as a new tool for femtosecond-scale
chemical analysis of molecular dynamics, because of an
enhanced sensitivity to the valence environment [1,6,12].

Rapid sequential ionization results in two types of
double core holes (DCHs) in a molecule. These can be
described either as a fully depleted inner-shell orbital of a

single atomic site (single-site) or as two inner-shell vacan-
cies on different sites (two-site). The two-site DCH
(tsDCH) is of interest for its valence sensitivity [6,12]
while the single-site DCH (ssDCH) represents one hollow
constituent with a neutral partner.
Core electrons are highly localized around the nucleus

with a Z2 scaling of core binding energies that provides
element specific spectroscopic information. The local mo-
lecular environment is revealed by the photoelectron spec-
tra (PES) and Auger electron spectrum (AES) through
shifts in the line shape or position; this is the basis for
the widely applied technique of Electron Spectroscopy for
Chemical Analysis [13,14]. Double core-hole PES and
AES are expected to exhibit larger energy shifts than tradi-
tional PES or AES and therefore more strongly reveal the
local electronic structure [1,6,12]. This enhancement may
improve future studies of transient electronic structure. In
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Nonsequential two-photon absorption from the K shell in solid zirconium
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We report the observation of nonsequential two-photon absorption from the K shell of solid Zr (atomic number
Z = 40) using intense x-ray pulses from the Spring-8 Angstrom Compact Free-Electron Laser (SACLA). We
determine the generalized nonlinear two-photon absorption cross section at the two-photon threshold in the
range of 3.9–57 ×10−60 cm4 s bounded by the estimated uncertainty in the absolute intensity. The lower limit is
consistent with the prediction of 3.1 ×10−60 cm4 s from the nonresonant Z−6 scaling for hydrogenic ions in the
nonrelativistic, dipole limit.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.94.043418

I. INTRODUCTION

A wide array of multiphoton, nonlinear optical phenomena
became accessible following the invention of the optical laser
[1]. This includes the observation of two-photon absorption
[2] and second-harmonic generation [3]. For hydrogenic ions
the generalized cross section for an n-photon process (in the
applied field) is expected to scale as Z−4n+2 in the dipole
approximation at scaled frequency ωZ−2, where Z is the
nuclear charge, i.e., σ (n)(Z; ω) = Z−4n+2σ (n)(1; ωZ−2) [4].
Thus multiphoton interactions scale with the frequency as
ω−2n+1, and only with the advent of x-ray free-electron lasers
(XFEL) [5,6] have nonsequential two-photon interactions be-
come possible at hard x-ray energies. This includes two-photon
Compton scattering by Fuchs et al. [7], x-ray second-harmonic
generation by Shwartz et al. [8], and two-photon absorption
by Tamasaku et al. [9].

Two-photon absorption (TPA) was first considered theo-
retically by Göppert-Mayer [10]. The general multiphoton
absorption from the K shell of hydrogenic ions was considered
by Lambropoulos and Tang [11]. Two-photon soft-x-ray ab-
sorption was measured by Doumy et al. [12] in heliumlike Ne
at 1.110 keV, below the single-photon threshold (1.196 keV)
but well above the two-photon threshold of half this value.
The results were found to be 2–3 orders of magnitude higher
than both the nonresonant perturbative scaling of Ref. [11] and
the second-order perturbation theory calculations of Novikov
and Hopersky [13], and were attributed to contributions from
near-resonant states [14].

Recently Tamasaku et al. [9], measured two-photon ab-
sorption at 5.6 keV from the K shell of Ge (Z = 32) using
intense x-ray pulses ∼1020 W/cm2 at the nanometer-scale
focal spot of the Spring-8 Angstrom Compact Free-Electron
Laser (SACLA) [15]. The photon energy was just above

*shambhu@slac.stanford.edu
†dreis@slac.stanford.edu

half the single-photon threshold of 11.1 keV, and the results
were consistent with nonresonant hydrogeniclike Z scaling.
The measurement of the two-photon K-shell absorption
cross section in elements with different nuclear charge is
an important test of theory [4,16], including relativistic and
retardation effects which can become important in the limit of
high Z [17]. The measurements will impact future applications
of ultrafast pulse metrology and nonlinear spectroscopy at
x-ray wavelengths. Here we present the observation of below-
threshold nonsequential two-photon absorption from the K
shell of Zr (Z = 40). The experiments are carried out at the
nanometer-scale focal spot of SACLA using a maximum peak
intensity ∼3.6 × 1018 W/cm2 at photon energies near 9 keV
(1.37 Å), half the Zr K edge (18 keV). We measure the gen-
eralized cross section at the two-photon threshold in the range
of 3.9–57 ×10−60 cm4 s bounded by systematic uncertainties
in the absolute x-ray pulse intensity. This compares with the
value of 3.1 ×10−60 cm4 s from Z scaling.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The experiment is shown schematically in Fig 1. In
Fig. 1(a) we show the process of TPA in Zr. The simultaneous
interaction of two photons can lead to K-shell absorption only
if the sum of their energies is greater than the threshold energy
for single-photon absorption (18 keV for ground-state Zr).
It creates a hole in the 1s shell that is filled primarily by
K-fluorescence emission near 16 keV (2p-1s) in a 4π solid
angle. The linearly polarized x-ray beam with a photon energy
tunable near ∼9 keV with pulse duration !10 fs [6] was
focused using two-stage reflective Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors
on a 25-µm thin Zr foil (positioned at an incidence angle
of 45◦) [Fig. 1(b)]. The focal spot was characterized using a
knife-edge scan method. The average of several measurements
yielded a focal area of 81 × 95 nm2 FWHM containing
∼29% of the beam energy. The average pulse energy during
the experiment after considering the loss from optics and
without attenuators is 9.7± 2.5 µJ. Therefore we expect
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FIG. 3. Photon energy threshold for two-photon absorption in Zr K shell. In (a) a section of histograms are shown for x-ray photon energy
just below and just above the TPA threshold of 9 keV. Histograms were averaged over 3000 shots. The higher-energy peak (counts >15.5 keV)
is seen at and above the threshold. A 100-µm Zr filter was used in this measurement. (b) The integrated count within the high-energy peak as a
function of photon energy. The photon energy is changed in 50-eV steps. The total count at 9 keV is about 3 times higher than the noise level,
shown by the dashed line below the threshold.

IV. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

In conclusion, nonsequential two-photon absorption in the
K shell of solid Zr was observed at a peak intensity of
∼1018 W/cm2 using the nanofocus x-ray beam at the Spring-8
Angstrom Compact Free-Electron Laser. The two-photon
absorption process was verified from the nonlinear intensity
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FIG. 4. Comparison of K-shell TPA cross section from solid Zr
to the Zernik Z−6 scaling along with experimental results in other
elements with different Z. The solid line represents the Zernik scaling
for the nonresonant, nonrelativistic, and dipole limit at threshold for
the H-like ions, referencing to the calculated cross section in H atom
1.27 ×10−50 cm4 s [21,22]. The data for He is for 41.8 eV, above the
single-photon threshold, taken from [23]. The value for Ne8+ is taken
from Ref. [12]. The measurement for Ge is taken from Ref. [9].

dependence of the K-fluorescence signal and a careful charac-
terization of the background from the elastic scattering, linear
photoionization from the FEL harmonics. Below threshold
we measure a nonlinear contribution to the signal that is
possibly due to nonresonant two-photon Compton scattering.
More detailed measurements of the angular distribution and
spectrum would allow us to further separate the TPA and TPC
processes, as the former produces K florescence, which is
narrow and emitted into 4π , and the latter a broad spectrum
emitted in a nondipolar angular distribution [7].

From a comparison of the nonlinear signal above and
below threshold we extract the generalized two-photon ab-
sorption cross section in the range of 3.9–57 × 10−60 cm4 s
bounded by the estimated systematic uncertainty in the beam
parameters that determine the absolute intensity. This com-
pares to the prediction 3.1 × 10−60 cm4 s from the nonresonant
Z−6 scaling for hydrogenic ions in the nonrelativistic dipole
limit. A more precise knowledge of the x-ray spatiotemporal
profile and the use of fully coherent beams (seeded operation
[24]) would be beneficial to further minimize the measurement
errors for a detailed comparison with theory and also to resolve
resonance effects. Alternatively, one could remove the need
to rely on precise knowledge of the spot size by the use
of sufficiently small nanoparticles combined with coherent
imaging to extract the particle size and ratio of linear-to-
nonlinear scattering. Uniform illumination can be ensured by
injecting nanoparticles into the beam whose dimensions are
sufficiently smaller than the x-ray focal volume and attenuation
length. In this case the x-ray photon flux on the particle can
be obtained from the diffraction image on a single-shot basis.
This process requires knowledge of the particle shape and
size. Both size and shape can in principle be obtained from
the inversion of the diffraction image using single-particle
coherent x-ray diffraction imaging techniques [25,26], while
the photon number is extracted from the integrated intensity
of the diffraction pattern. This leaves the temporal pulse shape
as the largest uncertainty. Such a method would be insensitive
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This dynamic drives population toward the uphill potential well,
from which it can be efficiently and rapidly ionized. This dynamic
is highly sensitive to the strength and frequency of the electric
field used. Different wavelengths or field strengths result in differ-
ent numbers of localizations during each half-laser cycle, so that
selection of the appropriate wavelength enables the localization of
the wavefunction counterintuitively and predominantly on the
uphill well, reminiscent of the modulated charge distribution
described in [22].

Several theoretical justifications for this counterintuitive
behavior exist. The likelihood of encountering the electron in
the laser polarization direction (z) with a particular momentum
(pz) can be captured through use of the Wigner quasi-probability
distribution, which can be calculated as [42]

W !z; pz ; t" #
1

π

ZZ
ρdρdR

Z
∞

−∞
dyΨ$!R; z % y; ρ; t"

× Ψ!R; z − y; ρ; t" exp!2ipzy": (1)

The results of this analysis for a model 1D H%
2 system are re-

produced in Fig. 6 [40]. The sequence of subpanels shows snap-
shots of the time evolution of the quasi-probability density, with
positive quasi-probabilities encoded in red and negative in blue.
In Fig. 6(a), the distribution is plotted at an instant when the
electric field crosses zero. The structure of the electron density
shows an inherent interference structure due to participating
molecular orbitals. This interference pattern is seen to favor trans-
fer of electron density from one side of the molecule (at z #
−3.5 a:u:) to the other (at z # 3.5 a:u:) with pz ≈ 0.2 a:u. As

transfer at other momenta values is otherwise suppressed, this re-
gion of positive electron density is termed a momentum gate
(MG) [42], which in subsequent subpanels is shifted by the action
of the field vector potential A!t" to values pMG → pMG − A!t"∕c.
In the example shown, the driving field is the same as in Fig. 5,
and the MG cycles though momentum space in a quarter of the
driving field. Consequently, population is driven to the uphill well
more rapidly, leading to the quarter-cycle bursts of ionization seen
in Fig. 5(b). Additionally, by increasing the wavelength or inten-
sity, the number of localizations would be expected to increase
due to the heightened modulation of the position of the MG.

The spatial behavior of the wavefunction can be alternatively
understood through the use of Bohmian trajectories. In this rep-
resentation [41], the behavior of the electron is described by an
ensemble of semi-classical trajectories fzj!t"jj # 1;…; N trajg that
solve the equations of motion

dzj
d t

# v!zj!t"; t" #
∂S!zj; t"

∂z
: (2)

It relates the velocity field v!z!t"; t" of each trajectory to the com-
plex phase of the electron wavefunction expressed as

Ψ!z; t" # C!z; t" exp!iS!z; t""; (3)

where C ≥ 0 and S ∈ R.
A demonstration of the Bohmian trajectory analysis for H%

2 is
shown in Fig. 7 throughout the central cycle of a 10-cycle laser
field with peak intensity 4 × 1013 W cm−2 and wavelength
1064 nm. The plotted trajectories represent the motion of the
electron wavepacket within the molecule. In Fig. 7(a), both re-
scattering events and laser-induced intramolecular dynamics are

Fig. 6. Wigner distribution of the electron wavefunction of H%
2 shows

the transfer of electron population between nuclear wells, and is depicted
for six instances of time spanning a quarter cycle of the driving field,
beginning with E!t" # 0 in panel (a) and concluding with E!t" #
−Emax in panel (f ). The respective snapshots are taken at times (in field
cycles) (a) t # −0.500, (b) t # −0.450, (c) t # −0.400, (d) t # −0.351,
(e) t # −0.301, and (f ) t # −0.251. Red sections in the distribution in-
dicate areas where the electron is likely to be found. Figure reprinted with
permission from Takemoto and Becker, Phys. Rev. A, 84, 023401 (2011)
[40]. Copyright 2011 by the American Physical Society. http://journals.
aps.org/pra/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevA.84.023401

Fig. 7. Bohmian trajectories visualize the behavior of the electron
when driven by an intense laser field. In (a), quantum trajectories near
protons located at z # &3.5 a:u: are plotted over the central field cycle,
demonstrating bursts of ionization at time points A–D. Absorbing de-
parting electron trajectories at 7 a.u. isolates intramolecular dynamics
from rescattering trajectories, clarifying the transient localization of the
electron. The laser field driving this behavior is reproduced in (c).
Reprinted with permission from Takemoto and Becker, J. Chem.
Phys., 134, 074309 (2011) [41]. Copyright 2011, AIP Publishing LLC.
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compute the ICS and DCS from the S-matrix,
with or without resonance contributions. The
results for the final (5/2f ) state of NO, where the
effects are most pronounced, are shown in Fig. 3.
The peaks in the ICS corresponding to both
resonances II and III vanish when we only in-
cluded the background contribution (Fig. 3, top).
The effect of the resonances on the DCS at en-
ergies close to these resonances is illustrated in
Fig. 3, bottom. The background contributions (Fig.
3, dashed lines) show the usual pattern of diffra-
ction oscillations, which are most pronounced
for small scattering angles and decrease in
amplitude for larger angles. The effect of the
resonance contributions is substantial; they lead
to additional strong scattering near the forward
and backward directions. Also shown in Fig. 3
is a comparisonofmeasuredand simulated images
at 14.8, 17.1, and 18.2 cm–1. The simulated images
were based on DCSs calculated in this energy
range, with or without resonance contributions,
by taking into account the experimental energy
resolution of 0.3 cm–1. Clearly, the experimental
images showmuch better agreement with the sim-
ulations when the full DCS is taken into account.
Our theoretical analysis demonstrated that the

resonances strongly affect the nature of the DCSs
and allowed us to disentangle normal diffraction
oscillations from the resonance fingerprints in
the DCSs. The DCSs measured for collision en-
ergies in the range of the resonances agreed very
well with the DCSs obtained from the ab initio
calculations, but only when the contributions
from the resonances were fully included. This
directly confirmed that our experiment indeed
images the resonance fingerprints in the DCS.
Our joint experimental and theoretical study

showed that scattering resonances in state-to-
state cross sections can now be probed with spec-
troscopic resolution, even for benchmark and
chemically relevant systems that involve open-
shell species such as NO. DCSs measured at the
resonance energies, combined with a theoret-
ical analysis, provided detailed information on
the multichannel scattering process and explicit-
ly revealed the effects of the resonances. The
theoretical method developed to separate the
resonant contributions to the ICSs andDCSs from
the background will also be applicable to other
systems in which scattering resonances occur.
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ATTOSECOND DYNAMICS

Measurement and laser control of
attosecond charge migration in
ionized iodoacetylene
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The ultrafast motion of electrons and holes after light-matter interaction is fundamental
to a broad range of chemical and biophysical processes.We advanced high-harmonic
spectroscopy to resolve spatially and temporally the migration of an electron hole immediately
after ionization of iodoacetylene while simultaneously demonstrating extensive control over
the process. A multidimensional approach, based on the measurement and accurate
theoretical description of both even and odd harmonic orders, enabled us to reconstruct
both quantum amplitudes and phases of the electronic states with a resolution of ~100
attoseconds.We separately reconstructed quasi–field-free and laser-controlled charge
migration as a function of the spatial orientation of the molecule and determined the shape
of the hole created by ionization. Our technique opens the prospect of laser control over
electronic primary processes.

U
ltrafast charge transfer plays a key role
in chemical reactions, biological processes,
and technical applications. For example,
charge transfer after photoexcitation on
the femtosecond time scale and the asso-

ciated long-lived coherences observed in photo-
synthetic systems (1) or photovoltaic blends (2)
have been invoked to explain the high efficiencies
of energy conversion in these systems. These
charge transfer phenomena are driven by nuclear
motion but typically involve amuch faster, purely
electronic response. This phenomenon was pre-
dicted theoretically and called charge migration

to distinguish it from the nuclear dynamics–
driven charge transfer (3–6). Charge migration
arises whenever multiple electronic states are
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and the first excited electronic state of the cation,
charge migration is reconstructed as shown in
Fig. 3A. The spatial representation of the elec-
tron densities further requires the computation
of molecular orbitals, which must be chosen to
be consistent with those used in the calculation
of the photorecombination matrix elements (SM
section 2). It also requires the knowledge of the
difference of the vertical ionization potentials
of the field-free eigenstates, which determines
the oscillation period of 1.85 fs and is known
from photoelectron spectroscopy (18).
Strong-field ionization was found to create a

one-electron hole localized at the iodine side of
the molecule (Fig. 3D), compatible with the low
ionization potential and high polarizability of the
I atom. Subsequently, the hole delocalizes over
the molecule and then localizes at the acetylene
side after 930 as. Because the differential Stark
shift of the Χ̃+ and Ã+ levels at the maximal ap-
plied field amounted to only 18 meV (SM, sec-
tion 3, and fig. S11) or 0.8% of the energy level
separation, and population transfer is absent by
symmetry, the reconstructed dynamics corre-
spond to quasi–field-free charge migration.
We found a ~p difference in the relative initial

phase of the Χ̃+ and Ã+ states for parallel align-
ment (Fig. 3C), which implies that the hole is
created on the acetylene side (Fig. 3E). Thismeans
that the electron hole is created on the opposite
side from where the electron tunneled because
ionization via the iodine atom is dominant
(fig. S5). Although this result appears counter-
intuitive at first sight, the reconstructed hole is
consistent with ionization to the lowest-lying

multielectron eigenstate of the cation in a static
field (fig. S12).
The subsequent charge migration for parallel

alignment is controlled by the laser field (Fig. 4)
and differs substantially from the field-free evo-
lution (Fig. 3A). We first discuss the results ob-
tained with 800-nm pulses. Figure 4A shows
the fractional population of the Χ̃+ ground
state (solid blue line) and the relative phase
DϕðtÞ ¼ ϕΑ̃

þ ðtÞ − ϕΧ̃
þ ðtÞ between the Χ̃+ andÃ+

states (dashed cyan line) for all reconstructed
delays. The first striking feature is the strong
depletion of the Χ̃+ state for early transit times.
The population of the Χ̃+ state reaches a min-
imum at 1.02 fs before increasing again. The
relative phase between the two eigenstates shows
a pronounced jump around the time of maximal
depopulation of the ground state. Figure 4A also
shows the reconstructed hole density at selected
transit times for electron tunneling via the iodine
atom. For electron tunneling via the hydrogen
atom (Fig. 4B), the population transfer is mark-
edly different from tunneling via iodine (Fig. 4A).
Again, the ground state is strongly depopulated
at the first reconstructed delay, but its repopula-
tion begins earlier than in Fig. 4A. One of the
crucial observables for the reconstruction of
side-dependent charge migration is the rela-
tive intensity of the even harmonics. Our recon-
struction procedure additionally includes the
sign dependence of the transition dipole moment
on the molecular orientation (SM section 2). The
temporal uncertainty in the reconstruction is har-
monic order–dependent and amounts to ±110 as
on average. The temporal accuracy is limited by

the uncertainty in the peak intensity needed to
connect the electron transit time to the emitted
photon energy (22, 29) and the different transit
times associatedwith the electronic states of the
cation involved in the dynamics. The shaded area
represents the combined error from all experi-
mental uncertainties.
Turning to the results obtained at 1300 nm,we

again find strong population transfer in the laser
field, as shown by the reconstructed populations
in Fig. 4C for tunneling via the iodine atom. The
fractional ground-state population gradually in-
creases until 1.53 fs and then decreases again.
Our reconstruction shows a second minimum of
the Χ̃+ population at 1.71 fs and a subsequent
rise for longer delays. For tunneling via the hy-
drogen atom (Fig. 4D), the behavior is similar,
with the maximal population shifted to earlier
delays. The electron hole densities reconstructed
from the populations and relative phases dem-
onstrate the strong laser control over the dy-
namics. This fact is further illustrated by movies
S1 to S4, which show very rapid changes in the
hole density associated with the reconstructed
phase jumps. These results clearly show that
both the site of electron tunneling and the laser
wavelength offer extensive control over charge
migration. They also highlight the highly non-
adiabatic nature of the strongly driven electronic
dynamics (fig. S10).
Our experimental reconstruction of the time-

dependent populations and phases is supported by
independent calculations (Fig. 4E). The population
transfer was calculated by solving the time-
dependent Schrödinger equation for the two
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Fig. 3. Reconstruction of quasi–field-free chargemigration. (A) The reconstructed electron dynamics
as a function of time after ionization. (B and C) Reconstructed values for the population amplitudes |pi|
(i = X̃+, Ã+) for perpendicular alignment (B), which are compared to theory (see text), and for the relative
initial phase Dϕ (C). All error bars in this work were determined from the experimental errors and the

uncertainties in the intensity and alignment axis distribution (SM section 2). (D and E) Reconstructed hole density at the time of ionization for perpendicular
(D) and parallel alignment (E). The arrows illustrate the direction of excursion of the continuum electron wave packet.
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In this review, we briefly summarize more than a decade of experimental and theoretical investigations regarding the
nonadiabatic electron response to intense femtosecond duration laser fields in a variety of molecular systems.
Historically, experimental signatures of nonadiabaticity have emerged readily in large, conjugated, or multi-electron
systems, disrupting fragmentation behavior and modulating observed rates of ionization. As model theoretical studies
performed in H!

2 and other diatomic species show, departure from traditional quasi-static or cycle-averaged descrip-
tions of laser-induced ionization is often necessary to accommodate the rich and frequently counterintuitive electron
dynamics that characterize the nonadiabatic response. Nonadiabatic effects such as transient electron localization or
the observation of multiple ionization bursts per driving field cycle possess the capacity to modulate the signal of many
strong-field physical effects, such as high-order harmonic generation, photoelectron momentum distributions, and
molecular fragmentation products. As the advancement of experimental technologies expands the pursuit of laser-
driven physics further into the mid-infrared wavelength regime, we suggest that these nonadiabatic effects will become
increasingly pronounced and relevant to the imaging and control of a wide array of molecular species. © 2016 Optical
Society of America

OCIS codes: (020.2649) Strong field laser physics; (020.4180) Multiphoton processes; (190.4180) Multiphoton processes; (190.7110)
Ultrafast nonlinear optics.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OPTICA.3.000259

1. INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of the laser in the 1960s, basic research regarding
the response of quantum systems such as atoms, molecules, and
solids to intense laser fields has led to the discovery of many new
aspects of light–matter interaction. At intensities of 1012 W∕cm2,
the strength of the interaction between electrons and the incident
light field begins to rival that of the Coulomb interaction, so that
it can no longer be adequately described as small perturbation to
the physics of the quantum system [1]. Novel phenomena such as
above-threshold ionization (ATI) [2], high-order harmonic gen-
eration (HHG) [3,4], or laser-induced correlated electron emis-
sion [5,6] have been predicted, observed, and interpreted as
nonperturbative strong-field effects.

The interaction of laser light with atomic systems, and in par-
ticular with rare gas atoms, has been studied extensively and is
considered to be well understood. Several ab initio theoretical
techniques as well as systematic approximation methods have
been developed and compare well with experimental observations.
For example, strong-field ionization of rare gas atoms can be suc-
cessfullymodeled by using the strong-field approximation (SFA, or
Keldysh–Faisal–Reiss theory [7–9]) or by quasi-static tunneling
models [7,10,11]. Thesemodels of atom-field interaction are based
on two assumptions: (1) just one of the bound electrons in the

atoms responds to the external field and becomes dynamically ac-
tive and (2) this electron follows the oscillation of the electric field
adiabatically. Consequently, much of strong-field atomic physics
relies on a quasi-static interpretation of the interaction of the strong
electric field with the atomic potential, assuming, for example, that
ionization depends straightforwardly upon a potential barrier
strength modulated by a well-characterized electric field.

The response of molecules to a strong electric field exhibits
many phenomena that are not encountered in atomic systems
due to extra degrees of freedom (rotation and vibration), the
multi-center nuclear frame, and a more complicated electronic
energy level structure. In particular, strong-field ionization and
fragmentation from molecular targets can become significantly
more complex than expectations informed by quasi-static or
cycle-averaged formulations of electron dynamics would antici-
pate. For example, electron wavepackets emitted from the differ-
ent centers in the molecule can interfere destructively leading to a
suppression of molecular ionization [12,13]. Besides such struc-
tural effects, the proximity of energetic states and the large dipole
moments induced by the greater spatial extent of the system and,
in some cases, abetted by delocalization of the electron density can
result in an enhancement of multi-electron effects as well as in-
duce nonadiabatic electron motion in response to the external
field [14–16].
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A. Charge-Resonance-Enhanced Ionization

As first identified by Mulliken [32], symmetric molecular ions
such as H!

2 possess pairs of charge-resonant states that, at large
internuclear distance (R0), become nearly degenerate and couple
strongly to electromagnetic fields. Further investigations using
H!

2 as a model system have elucidated the important role these
states play in the process of laser-induced ionization [14,15], with
similar effects observed in experiments involving the higher
charge states of CO2 [33]. In particular, theoretical predictions
show that the charge-resonant states can amplify the rate of
ionization of H!

2 by one to three orders of magnitude in models
including both electronic and nuclear motion [34]. Throughout
an interval of internuclear distances preceding dissociation, the jgi
and jui states of H!

2 , which possess opposite parity, act as a
charge-resonant pair.

The relevancy of this coupling is obvious in the quasi-static
picture of ionization at the peak of the electric field. Near its equi-
librium internuclear distance, H!

2 ionizes predominantly from
the downhill well through a mechanism analogous to adiabatic
single-active electron atomic ionization. However, as the inter-
nuclear distance increases, the electric field alters the shape of
the barrier between nuclear wells. The shifted energy level of
the uphill state enables shorter tunneling times or promotes
population immediately into the continuum. This scenario is por-
trayed in Fig. 4 in the case of a static electric field. When R0 "
6.0 in panel (a), the intramolecular potential barrier is suppressed
beneath the energy of the uphill state, resulting in the dramatically
increased ionization rate shown in Fig. 4(d) [14]. As R0 continues

to increase, the barrier reasserts itself [Fig. 4(b)] until ionization
from the uphill well is ultimately again suppressed [Fig. 4(c)].
This situation results in the charge-resonance-enhanced ioniza-
tion (CREI) effect [14,15] throughout a critical region of inter-
nuclear distances shown in Fig. 4(d). The prominent double-peak
structure in the ionization rate as a function of internuclear
distance has recently been observed experimentally [35]. This
field-induced electron nonadiabaticity also imprints signatures
upon the HHG spectra of dissociating H!

2 , where the amplified
ionization along the falling part of the driving field results in an
overall redshift of harmonic peak locations [36].

The strong enhancement of the ionization signal due to CREI
suggests that most strong-field-induced signals will be dominated
by dynamics occurring throughout the CREI regime. This is par-
ticularly important in the context of resolving nonadiabatic
behavior, as in addition to an obvious enhancement of ionization,
CREI coincides with a modification of the localization behavior of
the electron between the two nuclei. Early predictions of this ef-
fect suggested that the near degeneracy of the relevant energy lev-
els enabled population to be preferentially trapped in the uphill
well [15]. More recently, it has been proposed that additional ion-
ization channels involving excitation followed by ionization from
either site of the molecule may contribute to this quasi-static pic-
ture [37]. In addition, numerical results showed evidence that the
inversion symmetry of the electron density was broken during
laser propagation, potentially enabling the production of even
harmonics in HHG spectra [14].

B. Transient Electron Localization

The importance of nonadiabatic electron behavior has become
increasingly obvious with time-resolved examination of electron
dynamics occurring in the CREI regime, where the quasi-static
description of electron behavior has proven incomplete [38].
In fact, time-resolved studies of ionization in H!

2 and electron
behavior therein demonstrated not only that ionization was en-
hanced but also that the timing of peak ionization could be
changed: at laser parameters supporting nonadiabatic behavior,
ionization no longer occurred with maximum amplitude near
the electric field peak. Instead, several discrete bursts of ionization
occurred throughout each half-cycle of the driving laser field (see
Fig. 5, [39]).

Analysis of the time-dependent electron density distribution
in H!

2 illustrates that bursts of ionization are accompanied by
a transient electron localization upon alternating nuclear centers
several times per half-field cycle of the driving laser field [38–41].

Fig. 4. Charge-resonance-enhanced ionization inH!
2 is attributable to

the energy level structure of the two lowest states of H!
2 , which are pic-

tured at a peak field strength of 1014 W cm−2 when (a) R0 " 6.0,
(b) R0 " 10.0, and (c) R0 " 14.0 a:u: along the laser polarization axis z.
In (d), theoretical predictions for the ionization rate for a 1014 W cm−2,
1064 nm laser source spanning an interval of internuclear distances. Figures
adapted with permission from Zuo and Bandrauk, Phys. Rev. A, 52,
R2511 (1995) [14]. Copyright 1995 by the American Physical Society.

Fig. 5. Theoretical predictions of the ionization rate of (a) hydrogen
and (b) H!

2 with R0 " 7.0 are pictured when driven by 800 nm light
with peak intensity 6 × 1013 W cm−2. In hydrogen, ionization is observed
to peak when the electric field (red dashed line) is strongest. In contrast,
H!

2 evidences discrete bursts of ionization with strong suppression during
the electric field maxima. Figure adapted with permission from Takemoto
and Becker, Phys. Rev. Lett., 105, 203004 (2010) [39]. Copyright 2010 by
the American Physical Society.
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Abstract
We present the results of a combined experimental and numerical study on strong-field ionisation of
acetylene performed with the aim of identifying the mechanism behind the previously reported
surprisingly large multi-electron ionisation probabilities of polyatomic molecules. Using coincidence
momentum imaging techniques and time-dependent density functional simulations, we show that the
reported efficient ionisation is due to the combined action of a significant geometrically induced
energy upshift of the most relevant valence orbitals as the C–H distance stretches beyond about two
times the equilibrium distance, and a strong increase in the coupling between multiple molecular
orbitals concomitant with this stretch motion. The identified enhanced ionisation mechanism, which
we refer to as EIC-MOUSE, is only effective for molecules aligned close to parallel to the laser
polarisation direction, and is inhibited for perpendicularly aligned molecules because of a
suppression of the C–H stretch motion during the onset of ionisation.

Keywords: coupling of multiple orbitals, multiple ionisation and fragmentation of polyatomic
molecules, enhanced ionisation

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

When an atom or molecule is exposed to an intense laser field,
the dominant process taking place is ionisation, i.e., the
removal of one or several electrons by the action of the
strong laser field. Strong-field ionisation is the prerequisite for
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• Another route to 
studying ultrafast 
charge motion



Summary
• Sub-femtosecond X-ray pulses provide a unique opportunity to 

study the motion of electrons on the atomic length scale.
• This is critical for understanding the role of electronic coherence in 

photochemical reactions
• Such technology would also allow for time-resolving electron-

electron interactions (or correlations)
• Requirements:

• 10-200 µJ pulse energies
• Sub-femtosecond pulse duration

• Within factor 3 of transform limit would be most useful. 
• Soft X-ray (< 1keV)
• Two-color pulses, 

• 100’s eV separations between colors. 
• Tunable delay (nice to scan through zero)

• 1 µm2 focus
• Synchronized NIR laser field 

• Measurement can be better (cheaper, easier) than control. 
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